“Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.”
JOHN F. KENNEDY

Dear business leader,

Furman University’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development was established in 2003 in direct response to the business community’s expressed need for liberal arts-based executive education. At Furman, we believe that a liberal arts education is the knowledge matrix of the global competitive environment. With its cultivation of scientific, social and cultural literacy, it prepares the learner for an increasingly diverse and complex business world. A liberal arts executive education mirrors the world in which we live and shapes the leaders we require.

The mission of the Center for Corporate and Professional Development is to anticipate and respond to the ever-changing needs of organizations by providing quality instructional programs tailored to meet particular needs. We offer a wide range of customized training options in the areas of executive leadership and team development, project management, finance and accounting, and other facets of business development and human performance improvement.

With superb professors, the Center for Corporate and Professional Development is eager to assist your organization in meeting its educational needs.

Using the latest instructional systems design technology, our educators, drawn from the Furman faculty and recruited from leading companies, link learning to real-world problems facing your organization. Our goal is to assist you in helping your company achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace by offering customized educational solutions that enhance individual competence for success in the workplace.

The Center’s corporate education programs are customized to each client organization, which guarantees that you’ll achieve the impacts you desire. Our client list includes organizations such as Alfmeier, BlueCross Blue Shield of South Carolina, Lockheed Martin, General Electric, O’Neal, Goodwill Industries, RBC Insurance Services, TetraData, Greenville County Rape Crisis and Child Abuse Center, Michelin, Kolbenschmidt Pierburg, and many others.

I hope that you enjoy reviewing our latest catalog of executive education programs from the Center for Corporate and Professional Development. For more detailed information about the Center, please contact me directly at 864.294.3136 or by e-mail at <brad.bechtold@furman.edu>. Visit us online at <http://www.furman.edu/cpd>.

Sincerely,

Brad Bechtold
Director, Continuing Education
clients
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Would your senior management team benefit from a strategic planning retreat? Does your organization need a succession plan? Are you having difficulty recruiting and retaining high quality employees? Would you like to more fully understand what your customers expect? If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, Furman University’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development is poised to assist you. The division provides a host of performance consulting resources with expertise in many areas of organizational development.

Our performance consultants have “real world” business and industry experience with proven track records of success to support your organization and tailor programs in the following areas:

- Strategic Planning
- Succession Planning
- Diversity Strategies
- Career Development
- Executive Coaching
- Job Analysis
- Training Needs Assessment
- Experiential Team Training
- Change Management
- Corporate Retreats
- Leadership Development
- Human Resource Audit
- Employee Recruitment and Retention
- Individual and Team Assessments
- Satisfaction Surveys
- Compensation Evaluation and Redesign
- Project Management
When I first came to Goodwill Industries, I began measuring success with different numbers. Here, success is measured in the number of people served; the number of individuals who transition from disability to self-sufficiency; the number of months or years rehabilitated workers retain their positions; and, finally, the economic impact these numbers have on the community.

While certainly not a for-profit company, Goodwill is still a business in the truest sense of the word and must operate as such. So, when we developed our five-year strategic plan, its design was based on traditional business models.

I was seeking to develop a professional staff, and while exploring my options for training, I was introduced to Furman’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development. They worked with Goodwill to understand its objectives, performed a needs assessment, and then tailored training programs that met Goodwill’s specific professional needs.

Now, only three years into our five-year plan, we are considerably ahead of schedule. Furman’s corporate and professional development program becomes what you want it to be and need it to be. As we complete each tier of professional development, we work together to reassess and then create additional programs to move us to the next level. That gives me ownership in the training we create; and, I don’t have to waste resources on unnecessary components that are so often a part of “off-the-shelf” professional development packages.

Would I recommend Furman’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development? I think I just did!

RONNIE BROWN
Director of Human Resources
Goodwill Industries of Upstate and Midlands South Carolina
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Communication Skills

Information Sorting Styles for Improving Problem Solving and Communications
Days: (1)
Scott Simmerman, Ph.D.
Each of us has preferences in how we think and handle information. These differences often lead to conflict or ineffective implementation. Using a simple model of “how people think” to improve communication and problem solving. Then, learn how to apply this same model with the work groups in your organization. This is NOT a program using one of the complicated psychological instruments. Information Sorting Styles frames up thinking into a dozen easily understood patterns that clarify differences and suggest specific frameworks for implementing improvement in the workplace.

Writing in the Workplace
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O’Rourke, Ph.D.
This module is designed to supplement Sean O’Rourke’s courses on oral communication. In keeping with his general approach, this course assumes that effective communication is an art of making appropriate rhetorical choices, and that one of the most important choices one makes is selecting the most fitting mode of communication, oral or written. For a given message. Participants are taught that written communication in the workplace should complement, supplement, and reinforce oral communication. They learn the criteria of effective written communication, the writer’s seven deadly sins, and the elements of informative and persuasive writing. Using these concepts, students compose and rewrite a policy memo, a statement of objectives, a mission statement, and/or a draft proposal. The goals of this module are to promote clear and cogent writing, to deepen executives’ understanding of the place of written communication in professional life, and to foster the effective interaction of written and oral communication.

Policy Persuasion
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O’Rourke, Ph.D.
This is an advanced course in which participants skilled in public communication learn the more refined art of persuading others on matters of policy. Participants are given a framework for policy analysis (including basic assumptions governing) policy change and debate about policy adoption. Study the stock issues common to all policy questions, learn what constitutes good reasons for adopting or rejecting a policy proposal, consider the role of ethics and emotion in policy argumentation, and undergo strenuous practice in policy persuasion and debate (including making one’s case for change, defending the current policy, asking and answering questions, and practicing refutation). This course is especially important for participants who engage regularly in public hearings, internal committee meetings where policy is set, and/or public debates over company/agency policy, and whose work involves policy assessment at any level.

Constructive Argument and Debate
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O’Rourke, Ph.D.
In a pluralistic society, government agencies, small businesses, public interest groups, and corporations must be prepared to respond constructively and creatively to the controversies in which they find themselves. This course provides participants an introduction not only to the art of argument and debate, but also to strategies and frameworks with which they can strive to keep the debate from deteriorating into name-calling, shouting matches, diatribes, or eristic (argument for argument’s sake). Participants will study the rudiments of argumentation and debate theory, practice constructive argument, learn appropriate responses to destructive argument, and practice debate under the instructor’s guidance.

Communication in Controversy
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O’Rourke, Ph.D.
This course is designed to introduce participants to the challenges of communicating ethically and effectively in the midst of highly volatile conflict and controversy. Participants are exposed to theories of controversy and conflict management, provided with frameworks for analysis of communication situations, and guided through their practice of communication in controversy. The goal of the program is to increase participants’ appreciation and understanding of the dynamics of public controversy and to empower them to communicate effectively and ethically within those dynamics.

Thinking on Your Feet
Days: (half to full)
Scott Simmerman, Ph.D.
This course is for the speaker who welcomes the very important challenge of learning how to think and speak clearly, cogently, and creatively in the most demanding situations. More than a skill, thinking and speaking on one’s feet is an art that requires people to understand and rapidly assess their rhetorical situation, their own abilities and positions on the question(s) presented, and their options for response. If you have often found yourself thinking, long after the moment has passed, of all the things you should have said (but didn’t!), this course is for you. You will learn several ways to analyze and assess the situation and your audience, an inventory for rapid appraisal of your position(s), and methods for determining your response. In addition, you will have the opportunity to practice “thinking on your feet” under the guidance of expert tutors.

Business Etiquette and Professionalism
Days: (half)
Ann Moore
This workshop explains the importance of good business etiquette and how to apply professionalism in your business style. Good manners are part of working smart and are the very keystone of good human relationships. How to introduce yourself, business table manners, tipping, safe business topics, sharing work space, and e-mail and telephone etiquette are covered in this workshop.
Communication Ethics
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O'Rourke, Ph.D.
This course examines the ethical issues raised by the use of persuasion in contemporary society. Our concerns will include the range of ethical responsibility in human communication, the origins of ethical standards, the problems inherent in the art of ethical criticism, and the strengths and weaknesses of the various perspectives on communication ethics. The goals of the course are to alert you to the moral dimensions of human discourse, to stimulate your moral imagination, and to explore, in theory and in practice, the questions raised by the application of ethical standards to persuasive speech. That being the case, our time will be divided between reading and discussing these issues on the one hand and observing and critiquing ethical practices on the other.

Facing the Media
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O'Rourke, Ph.D.
In today’s media-saturated society, leaders from many walks of life (government, business, education, law, etc.) must learn to face the media and to do so effectively. This course is designed to help contemporary leaders manage media appearances with intelligence, grace, and poise. John Armstrong is the director of the Television Studio and Communication Lab at Furman University. He has worked for CNN and several network affiliates and regularly teaches courses in Broadcast Journalism and Mass Communication. Sean O’Rourke is currently chair of Communication Studies at Furman, where he teaches courses in Public Speaking, Persuasive Speaking, and Argumentation and Debate. He was the director of the Public Speaking Program at the University of Oregon and was also a six-time national champion in intercollegiate public speaking and debate. The course teaches civic leaders how to speak effectively to the media. The course covers camera savvy, answering questions, and thinking on one’s feet. Participants will spend considerable time speaking in front of the camera and reviewing their performances.

Public Speaking and Presentations
Days: (half to full)
Sean Patrick O'Rourke, Ph.D.
This course is based on our assumption that organizational health and productivity is increased as communication is improved. Hence, this course offers participants an introduction to effective communication, exposes them to the “pitfalls” of ineffective communication, provides a “communication inventory” so that participants can assess their communication strengths and weaknesses, and furnishes ample opportunity for guided practice in public speaking and presentations. All practice sessions are critiqued, and suggestions for improvement are offered. The goal of this course is to deepen participants’ understanding of public communication and to improve their communicative performance.

Getting Your Message Across: Presentation Skills for Leaders
Days: (3)
Sonya Eppes
This course focuses on giving presentations as well as conducting productive meetings. Learn to work with guest speakers, handle difficult participants and effectively use visuals. Gain hands-on experience in giving a prepared or impromptu presentation. In addition, you will learn the mechanics of conducting a smooth-flowing meeting that will yield results instead of criticisms.

Writing More Concisely
Days: (full)
Betty Parker Ellis
If solving wordiness is at the top of your self-improvement list, this course will identify key areas where this problem occurs. In this hands-on workshop, participants will polish their routine correspondence from e-mails to special reports and develop the tools for writing more concisely. As a result, they will communicate more clearly and see their projects run more smoothly.

50 High-Impact, Low-Tech, No-Cost Ways to Improve Your Customer Service
Days: (1)
John Branning
Using humor and allegory as a springboard to creativity, this workshop inspires participants to develop a series of customer service improvement initiatives that can be implemented at no cost, using existing resources, and delivering immediate impact. You will be reminded of what you already do well, discover where there are opportunities for improvement, develop ideas and concepts of your own, and have the chance to share your insights with everyone present. While the program advocates “50” ways to improve your customer service, you will walk away from this program with many more ways of your own design.

Business Etiquette Basics: From Email Etiquette to Dining Skills
Days: (half)
Sharon Wilson
In today’s fiercely competitive professional environment, companies need to take every opportunity to distinguish themselves from the competition. Etiquette is the art of conversation and business etiquette knowledge is often all that is required to set oneself apart. This course covers the basic principles needed to display exemplary business etiquette skills. Topics covered include the art of conversation, formal introductions, attracting and keeping a client, mingling with confidence, proper handshakes, and telephone and email etiquette. A four-course meal may be added to expand topics to include business dining skills, tipping and entertaining a client.

Ways to Praise
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Giving Attention to Retention and Recognition.”
Why we stay on the job
How to connect with the employee
What workers want from their job
Why we take a job in order of preference
Top motivations for the employee
50 ways to praise that cost nothing or very little
Ways to make deposits and ways to make withdrawals
How to give individual recognition
Care packages for monthly recognition
Employee of the month vs. employee of the month
Raising spirit as a strategic initiative

Talk To Me
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Creating a Competent Communication and Listening Culture.”
The strategic communication process
The communication culture assessment
The say/do communication matrix
The coach’s 12 responsibilities for communicating with the team
Listening skills – empathy vs. sympathy
Using reflective listening skills when appropriate to improve communication
Body language, tone of voice, words used – 68, 38, 4 formula
Your image – how others see you

You are the Power Behind the PowerPoint®
Days: (1)
Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA
Technical presenters and people who have Jumped on the electronic media presentations bandwagon must learn interactive ways to stay connected to their audiences. Don’t make the mistake of simply becoming the person who pushes the button to shift to the next screen. Learn to make PowerPoint® presentations that are designed to promote interactivity and interdependence with your audiences so that the technology is only part of the message. Your audience needs to remain the focal point and YOU the power behind the message.
Financial Concepts for the Non-Financial Manager
Days: (2)
Tom Smythe, Ph.D.
This course is designed for individuals who require a basic understanding of business finance. The course focuses on the significance of the time value of money, how it is applied in the corporate environment, and the mechanics of how to use it. Additionally, the course introduces the basic concepts of risk and return, how to calculate basic measures of risk, and understanding the notion of diversification and how it can be achieved. At the conclusion of the course, students will be able to use these tools to value stocks, bonds, and annuity streams.

Project Evaluation and Capital Budgeting
Days: (2)
Tom Smythe, Ph.D.
This course is designed for individuals who need an understanding of the discounted cash flow techniques necessary to evaluate whether corporate projects should be accepted or rejected. The course introduces the concepts of Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return, discusses how appropriate discount rates are determined for projects, and how to apply the tools to estimated cash flows from projects.

Accounting for Non-Financial Managers
Days: (1)
Greg Neudlen, CPA
This course introduces the concepts of financial accounting. Major topics include understanding terminology and basic concepts of accounting, managing assets and liabilities, analyzing critical financial data, understanding the “big picture,” interpreting financial statements, planning and budgeting. At the end of the course, the manager should have a better understanding of how to understand and interpret financial information and what their role is in achieving the company’s financial goals.

Creative Thinking for Accountants
Days: (half)
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.
Accountants are essential for helping companies improve productivity, generate cost-effective strategic plans, and develop wealth-creating initiatives. Each of these activities can be boosted by enhanced creative thinking abilities, yet the ability to think creatively in this field is often so strongly linked to unethical behavior or dismissed as unattainable that tapping into this potential is frequently overlooked. In today’s economy, all of the creative thinking power in a company is needed to generate new ideas, recognize opportunities as they occur, and maintain a competitive edge through innovation. This workshop offers creative thinking techniques especially tailored to the personalities and preferences of people often attracted to the accounting profession, and the inclusion of an assessment such as MBTI or HBDI will further enhance the effectiveness of the customized training. An understanding of the basic rules of creative thinking is emphasized, and attention is given to designing activities that are within the comfort zone of all participants. Participants will receive a scorecard of their progress using established measures of creative thinking and develop a structured plan for continuous improvement.
Getting Things Done
Days: (Half or full)
Susan Lill, SPHR, CHRP
Balancing work priorities and life can assist executives in getting things done. Business professionals can learn to distinguish the "urgent" from the "important." This program will cover topics such as achieving work/life balance, setting goals, organizing and prioritizing work, delegating to others, managing meetings and interruptions.

Great Customer Service
Days: (half)
Susan Lill, SPHR, CHRP
Everyone in an organization is in “customer service.” This program will cover topics such as customer service performance factors, what customers want from a customer service person, active listening to understand issues before acting, developing and keeping customer trust and loyalty and the impact of demographic changes on customer expectations.

Diversity As A Competitive Advantage
Days: (1)
Susan A. Lill, SPHR, CHRP
Discover various ways to help your business respond to the changing global landscape and significant demographic shifts. The business case for adopting a diversity strategy will be reviewed. Participants will analyze case studies of American companies with successful diversity initiatives. Learn how to design and implement a strategic diversity initiative that includes training at all levels, forming a diversity advisory council, reviewing and updating human resources systems and programs—including recruiting, mentoring, succession planning, and community outreach initiatives. A wide range of diversity subjects will be covered, including gender, ethnicity, race and age, as well as stereotypes, assumptions and acculturation. The difference between regulations versus a commitment to leveraging diversity will also be discussed. This one-day workshop for business executives, managers, human resources professionals and business owners will provide participants with hands-on experience and published resources to take away and apply in most workplace settings.

Aligning Human Resources With Business Strategy
Days: (half)
Susan Lill, SPHR, CHRP
Ensuring your human resources systems and practices are integrated and supporting the business strategy are key factors to the success of your business. Learning how to mesh the actions and behaviors of your people with business drivers will improve productivity, focus and results. In particular, this program will cover topics such as corporate values, core competencies, business processes, incentives and rewards, performance feedback and coaching, and recruiting.

Career Development—Exploring Options and Aligning Visions
Days: (2)
Sue Cullen
Many people think of their own career development simply in terms of “What will my company do to me? Will they promote me? Will they transfer me?” In today’s world, successful professional development means more than just promotions or transfers. Meaningful professional growth can take place in a variety of ways that will enhance performance in alignment with current positions and lead to a path of future growth, learning and adding extra value to the organization. You and your company benefit when you actively explore options for your professional growth on an ongoing basis. This workshop is designed to equip participants with the knowledge, confidence and ability to better align their personal and professional goals with the needs and goals of the organization. Participants will define and assess their skills, strengths, interests, motivations, values, priorities, perceived barriers and developmental options, strategies and goals. With this increased awareness and practical vision for the future, participants will then prepare how to effectively articulate their needs and goals to their manager with the goal of exploring developmental opportunities and producing a realistic action plan for future growth. This career-planning model extends beyond traditional performance review and offers the opportunity for both the individual and the organization to reach their full potential. It is suggested that this class be offered in conjunction with “Career Coaching Skills for Managers.”

Train the Trainer
Days: (2)
Ellen Stevenson
This workshop is designed to train skilled operators or technicians in appropriate techniques for conducting one-on-one On-the-Job Training (OJT). It is often assumed that any skilled operator can effectively pass along their skills and knowledge of the job to a new employee. But in reality, the degree of success of (OJT) efforts is mixed at best. Failure can result because: a good operator is not necessarily a good teacher; training methods used by operators vary from one student to another, so the resulting skill development is inconsistent; learning styles and skill levels of the new employee vary and instructors fail to adapt their teaching style to fit the needs of the new employee. This training program attempts to correct these reasons for failure. The training involved in this workshop is highly participative and comprises 16 hours of instruction plus up to 16 hours of coaching for a group of up to six future instructors.
Human Resource Management

Creativity at Work
Days: (half)
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.
This experiential mini-course combines an inspiring and informative kick-off session with creativity enhancing assignments that participants will complete at work, followed by a celebratory wrap up session. The assignments are designed to allow participants the freedom to choose how they will be completed within their normal work routine. For example, one assignment might be to learn and apply a specific creative thinking technique, and participants will select a work related task to practice the technique. During the online portion of the class, participants may interact with the instructor by email to discuss progress, ask questions about assignments, and receive individual encouragement. Approximately 6 hours will be required for the short reading assignments and activities. A wrap-up session will conclude the course and allow for discussion of success stories and plans for future development.

In Us We Trust
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Establishing a Trusting and Ethical Work Environment and Culture”
• Think of someone you trust
• Barriers to workplace trust
• Bridges to building workplace trust
• Trust, ethics and character defined
• Definition of integrity
• The circle of mistrust
• The five credit withdrawal
• The five credit deposits
• Walking the ethical chalk line.

Serve-U$ From the Heart
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Exceeding the Internal/External Customers Expectations”
• Walk the talk and talk the chalk
• Definition of excellence
• 70/50 Principle
• The freezer, factory, friendly and fabulous service zones
• Finesilosophy! With passion
• Moments of truth
• Hear me, encourage me, acknowledge me, recognize me, trust me
• Employee #1, Customer is #2—contented cows do give better milk
• Catering and caring via customer focused delivery principles
• Tactics for “standing above the crowd of alikes”
• Walkers and talkers

Dancing with Wolves
Days: (half)
Skip Spooner, Esq.
The mission of the program is designed to demonstrate the interplay and tensions between three employment related laws: The South Carolina Workers’ Compensation Act; the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA); and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). It is an actual case study on compliance with the three acts arising out of serious job related injury. Management attendees will learn that compliance with one act is not necessarily compliance with other acts. Each act is unique in its coverage, compliance and damages.

10 Ways to Turn An Employee Into a Plaintiff
Days: (half)
Skip Spooner, Esq.
• Following policy/practice
• Lack of documentation/good faith investigation
• Showing favoritism or appearance of same
• Ignorance of employee rights/labor law
• Sexual harassment
• Not following just cause policy
• Modifying employee at will doctrine.

Risk Management by Avoiding Employee Legal Claims
Days: (half)
Skip Spooner, Esq.
The mission of this program is to educate managers regarding employee rights, unlawful employment discrimination and wrongful discharge. It analyzes the ten most common ways of turning an employee into a plaintiff. Attendees will be in a much better position to recognize their work environments when employee rights are at issue.

Learning from Other Company’s Mistakes
Days: (half)
Skip Spooner, Esq.
A series of actual case studies designed to educate management on how to recognize and deal lawfully with various employment-related issues. It is designed to help management avoid the many perils mines related to employment discrimination and wrongful discharge. You will learn from other company’s mistakes. Thus, avoiding potential legal claims by managing risk through education.

Workplace Discrimination and Harassment—Sexual and Otherwise
Days: (half)
Fred Supps, Esq.
Sexual harassment cases have dominated the legal landscape of workplace harassment issues for the last two decades. More recently, older workers, African-American workers, Hispanic workers and members of other protected groups have joined the battle against workplace discrimination. Race, age or religious harassment charges can result in costly defense and the jury verdicts. This workshop will provide an overview of discrimination laws and a discussion of the concepts of disparate treatment and disparate impact. It will attempt to provide practical guidance for avoiding these types of problems.

Positive Employee Relations
Days: (half)
Baker Warner, Esq.
Every day, managers and supervisors affect their employees’ view of the work environment. This seminar will help your supervisors and managers understand what can contribute to a negative work environment, how to eliminate or minimize impediments to a positive work environment, and how to evaluate performance and communicate more effectively with employees. Participants will also learn how to recognize union-organizing activity and how to respond effectively to these efforts.

The Legal How-To’s of Workplace Investigations: Employee Discipline and Discharge
Days: (half)
Bernard Tisdale, Esq.
From sexual harassment allegations to race discrimination claims, managers increasingly are asked to play Sherlock Holmes and examine intricate situations. Once the investigation is completed, the manager must decide what action to take. Such decisions can adversely affect employee morale and the employer’s credibility and result in charges and lawsuits. This workshop will focus on legal considerations and interviewing techniques for conducting workplace investigations, and provide practical guidance to help minimize the risks and maximize the accomplishments of these situations.

Walking the Recruiting, Hiring and Promotion Tightrope
Days: (half)
Bob King, Esq.
Recruiting, hiring and promotion are typically not functions carried out by experienced human resources professionals in your organization. Supervisors, managers and other employees typically take part in recruiting, hiring and promotion decisions. This workshop will focus on the legal considerations affecting recruiting, hiring and promotion decisions, and provide practical guidance for minimizing legal risks associated with these decisions.
Leadership Development

Time Management
Days: (Half)
Ann Moore
Do you get stressed out because of what you don’t get done? This workshop will guide you in developing a personal efficiency program to assist you in getting control of your time. Determine what’s important, what’s not, and how to make the best use of your time. Learn tips for making good time management principles stick. This workshop will help teach participants how to use time management techniques to increase productivity and create a less stressful work environment.

Who Are You? The HBDI for Leaders
Days: (1)
Sonny Eppes
Authentic and effective leadership requires taking time to understand yourself and the people you serve. During this lively workshop you’ll explore results from the highly regarded HBDI thinking styles assessment. You will get insight into what makes you and others tick, and your vital leadership practices of communication, problem solving, decision-making and team building will be enhanced.

They Really Oughta Wanna
Days: (1)
Bill Stubbs
Successful management is more than making people show up for work! Getting the best out of your associates all the time is a true challenge for today’s supervisor. People are driven to do what they do by their unmet needs. As a boss, understanding this, and determining ways to link your work with their needs, are the keys to a powerful work force. This course focuses on the practical applications of motivation theories and helps you understand the many generations in the workplace today and how you can motivate them to peak performance.

Building Negotiating Power
Days: (1)
William Wilder
This workshop teaches the basic principles of collaborative negotiation while providing insight into individual negotiating styles. Participants will practice more effective negotiating approaches and learn how to achieve more win-win outcomes. The day begins with an exercise that demonstrates the effects of different types of negotiating and provides a memorable lesson in how to negotiate. Participants will assess their negotiating styles and gain valuable insight into how their styles contribute to negotiating performance.

Strategic Thinking
Days: (1)
Ellen Stevenson
Participants will learn to apply the thinking skills needed for sound strategic thinking, planning and implementations. They will learn how to identify the right questions to ask, set about answering these questions and use the answers to formulate strategies. They will also learn to analyze the impact of change, think critically about the capabilities of the organization to react to change, create new options and formulate strategic plans to meet new challenges. Interactive exercises and case studies will be used to facilitate discussions. Practical guidelines will be discussed for making strategy everyone’s job.

Advanced Strategic Thinking
Days: (2)
Ellen Stevenson
Designed for those in leadership positions who will be involved in designing and implementing strategic initiatives, this course will allow participants to hone their skills in strategic thinking, tactical planning and strategic planning processes, and systems-level thinking. They will consider how to determine key strategic focus areas, how to identify and analyze critical short-term and long-term issues and how to identify key indicators for performance and success. Practical guidelines will be discussed for translating strategy to operational terms, aligning the organization and strategy, making strategy everyone’s job, making strategy a continuous process and mobilizing change through strong, effective leadership.

Using Your Head: Making Emotional Intelligence Work
Days: (1 + follow-up coaching)
Ellen Stevenson
This course is ideal for anyone interested in enhancing their leadership capacity, whether in a management or support role within the organization. Drawing on groundbreaking brain and behavioral research, science is proving that one’s emotional quotient, more than raw brainpower (EQ not IQ), underpins sound decision making, dynamic businesses and the most satisfying and successful lives. Participants will assess their individual emotional competencies, attitudes and values. The program consists of a one-day seminar that examines the driving forces of emotional intelligence and culminates in the creation of a personal EQ development plan. During the six to eight weeks following the seminar, participants will execute their plan with the help of a personal coach during three one-on-one sessions.
Leadership Development

Six Days to Exceptional Leadership

Days: (6) Ellen Stevenson

“Six Days to Exceptional Leadership” is a professional development program of six one-day monthly workshops focusing on helping small business owners and middle to upper level managers become and remain more effective leaders. In a small-group environment of no more than 12 individuals, participants will embark on a customized learning and exploration process to identify strengths and focus on positive attributes rather than “fixing problems.” In addition, participants will develop skills to help them sustain these positive choices through proven behavioral change techniques as well as through individualized one-on-one coaching sessions each month. This will be your opportunity to develop your commitment to excellence for yourself and those around you.

Executive Assessment and Coaching

Days: (4) Bonnie Nichols

An organization will operate at its most effective and efficient level when the employee base, no matter how large or small, can operate confidently behind the steady and cohesive leadership of a dynamic executive team. While trust and respect are certainly required elements, frequent communication, business understanding, strategic priorities and the continuity of a common purpose and goals are also critical to the company’s long-term success. The objectives in this workshop are to give the lead executive the tools and coaching necessary to properly assess the effectiveness of the executive team, both as a group and as individual members, to work with the executive members as a group to assess their own performance as a team in providing leadership and managing critical resources, and to coach the group while developing a strategy to manage the organization’s efforts to meet its derived goals and targets while communicating to the employee base the current status and resulting priority areas needing improvement.

Strategic Planning

Days: (2) Bonnie Nichols

Is your organization healthy and how do you know? Are we operating our daily business in the most effective and efficient ways possible to achieve success? Is our organization or department in good shape for the long-term? In this workshop, executive-level or department management-level participants will learn to employ a proven, yet simple method to create a vision for a three to five-year vision with supporting strategic business objectives. This basic five-step process will include assessing current business directives as dictated by the organization’s or department’s customer base against perceived key critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors. In addition, attendees will further define vision through the development of objective statements and a critical processes and success factors.

Cultivating Collective Wisdom through Mentoring

Days: (Half) Sue Cullen

Experts cite mentoring as one of the key ingredients for career and leadership success. Yet many people have a hard time implementing the process of mentoring in their career paths. Without formal mentor- ing role models and programs, it can seem particularly challenging to find or become a mentor. And even formal mentoring programs can stall. Fortunately, the rules of mentoring have changed. And no formal mentoring program is needed to realize the benefits. The new lifelong dynamic model of mentoring not only capitalizes on the institutional knowledge of long-term leaders, but captures the wisdom of employees at all levels. This collective wisdom helps to nurture the career and personal growth of individuals as well as continuously sustain and grow the organization itself from within. This workshop will help participants explore the “new rules” of mentoring and how to put them into action. This session is designed to help participants:

- Better understand how mentoring has evolved
- Explore the benefits and challenges of mentoring
- Discover ways to become proactive in finding and being a mentor … no formal mentoring program needed
- Explore tips on how to make the most of your mentoring relationships
- Appreciate the benefits of mentoring at any and every stage of life
- Enhance leadership skills, career development, personal growth and organizational health
- Participants will leave with an individualized action plan with first steps to proactively implement and nurture mentoring in their lives and organizations

Generational Diversity: What You Need to Know About Mentoring Today’s Workforce

Days: (1) Marianne Frederick, RPT, MPHSA

Identify the generational needs of your associates to understand how and why their levels of motivation, initiative and productivity vary in this rapidly changing workplace. You will compare and contrast the most popular theories of motivation and discuss the differing motivational needs of the four generations in the workforce.

Networking Power

Days: (Half) Marianne Frederick, RPT, MPHSA

Learn how great networking skills can improve your customer base, enhance your ability to build better long-term relationships and make you more valuable to any organization. This course focuses on identification of your professional strengths and how to build complementary and collaborative relationships that promote achievement of your professional dreams.

Networking Power

Days: (Half) Greg Blake

“Walking and Talking the Talk”

- The servant leader and his/her value system
- Roles, responsibilities, and expectations of the team leader
- Definition of the leader/follower
- Leadership differentiation from management
- Characteristics that make for an effective leader
- Sharing the vision and mission with others
- Recognize the leader’s own barriers to success
- Leadership personality style and influence
- Recognize others’ personality styles.

Encore Performance

Days: (Half) Greg Blake

“Getting Stellar Performance Out of Your Players”

- The performance challenge worksheet
- People and performance enhancement principles
- The giving and receiving end
- What the employee thinks when he or she hears the word performance appraisal
- What the manager thinks when he or she hears the word performance appraisal
- The 3 “C” reasons for poor team performance
- Feedback: The breakfast of champions
- Conducting the performance expectations dialogue
- Pitfalls to performance reviews

Lessons from the Locker Room

Days: (Half) Greg Blake

“Coaching Tools, Tips and Techniques for Premium Performance”

- Definition of coaching and a coach
- The coach’s need for the players needs
- How to coach on the fly-5-minute coaching
- How to coach employees to a greater level of performance
- How to give positive feedback and feedback for improvement
- Coaching plan for improved performance
- The coaches 30 day workout
- The bug report for ongoing communication
- Conducting effective, result-oriented meetings
- How to coach the stellar performer, the middle performer and the falling performer
- Ways to praise the players
- Attention to retention tools to keep your best players
- Delegation tactics
- Building trust with the players, tactics for developing integrity
Emotions in the Workplace: Leading with Emotional Intelligence
Paul Rasmussen, Ph.D.

Emotions are an important and natural aspect of the human experience. They are the source of personal feedback, they help us communicate with others and they motivate us into action. Unfortunately, emotions are at the foundation of our often negative attitudes towards other people and towards activities of involvement, including work. These emotionally loaded attitudes contribute to interpersonal conflicts, office conflicts and poor worker motivation and morale. The consequences of strong emotion can be minimized when employers and employees interact with greater emotional intelligence (EI). EI considers the purposefulness of emotions and ways to help individuals develop greater emotional self-control such that emotions serve to enhance relationships and resolve conflicts rather than contributing to an escalation of problems.

Fail-Safe Leadership
Craig Bradenbaugh

If leadership is so critical to an organization’s success, why isn’t there more of it? There is no “one size fits all” prototype for a leader but there are some practices and processes successful leaders understand and practice. One of these is their ability to comprehend the big picture and translate it into measurable goals that cascade down throughout their entire organization. This course will give you a goal alignment process that has the impact of inspiring and energizing the entire organization to make the near-term change required to produce long-term results. This course is particularly for you if you have identified your strategic vision, mission and values, but experience behavior and results in your organization that is inconsistent with your long-term results. This course is particularly for you if you have identified your strategic vision, mission and values, but experience behavior and results in your organization that is inconsistent with your perceived results. You will learn a disciplined process for collaborating with your clients/customers and project team and management to identify, manage and satisfy both the specified project requirements and the implied project requirements. You will learn and practice how to use the project Work Breakdown Structure and the Trace Matrix to identify and manage project requirements throughout the project life cycle. You may use a current project or case projects provided in the sessions. You will role-play interfaces with your team and customer and will develop the knowledge and skills to assure that your requirements are identified, allocated to your system solution and their acceptance methods are clearly defined. The result will be a model you can apply to all of your current and future projects and teach the rest of your team how to implement. Your projects will seem easier and your customer will be more satisfied.

Creative Leadership
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.

The U. S. Council on Competitiveness has indicated that “innovation will be the single most important factor in determining America’s success through the 21st century,” and numerous other reports echo this prediction. Because of its fundamental role in innovation, creative thinking has become a cornerstone of organizational success. Subsequently, the ability to recognize, develop, and retain creative talent has emerged as an essential skill set for leaders to remain competitive in today’s global economy. This workshop gives executives an essential foundation for developing creative leadership by providing an awareness of creativity assessment tools, techniques for enhancing creativity at work, and best practices for successfully managing creative talent. Assessments will be introduced to evaluate individual creative thinking styles for purposes such as task alignment, training effectiveness and team development. Key leadership behaviors that support an organizational climate for creativity will be addressed. The influence of motivational factors, the physical environment and employee perception of support will also be covered within the context of creative leadership. Participants will explore examples of idea management systems and develop a prototype system for their organization. A toolkit of basic creative thinking techniques and resources to support individual and team-based idea generation will be provided. Participants will also gain insights about their own preferred creative thinking style and develop a customized plan for continuing development in creative leadership. One-on-one follow-up sessions will be scheduled within six weeks following the workshop to assist with plan execution.
In a world where there is a constant expectation of instant resolution, the liberal arts learner is content with incompleteness. Rainer Maria Rilke, perhaps the greatest modern German poet, captures this in his advice to a young writer: “Have patience with everything unresolved in your heart and try to love the questions themselves as if they were locked rooms or books written in a very foreign language. Don’t search for the answers, which could not be given to you now, because you would not be able to live them. And the point is to live everything. Live the questions. Perhaps then, someday far in the future, you will gradually, without even noticing it, live your way into the answer.”

Liberal Arts Leadership is a unique, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for executive development. Centered on stimulating insights from feature films and literary classics, this program will expand your understanding of the complex chemistry between effective leadership and organizations. Augmented by real-world business cases and relevant leadership and organization behavior theory, Liberal Arts Leadership is “outcomes based” with a specific focus on acquiring relevant professional and personal applications of this leadership experience. With outstanding faculty drawn from the computer science, history, economics, English and communication studies departments, this program offers a distinctively Furman alternative to other executive development programs.

While this program will not teach history, philosophy or literature, it will relate each of those disciplines to business issues and solutions. Participants will explore critically important questions in a small class setting spaced over the rhythm of Furman’s academic year and will have the unique opportunity to explore complex leadership issues among peers. David Shi, Furman’s president, has spoken and written a great deal about the value of a liberal arts education. I strongly believe that Furman’s humanistic approach to learning has a great deal to offer executives in the business world and among the non-profit community.

With a strong belief in the value of diversity and collaboration, I invite you to participate in the next class of Liberal Arts Leadership.

Sincerely,

BRAD BECHTOLD
Director, Continuing Education
Non-Profits 101

Days: (half)
Lucy Woodhouse

In this half day class we will discuss the different types of non-profit organizations, how they work (and don’t work!) and what makes a strong organization. Whether you are a part of a non-profit as a staff member or volunteer this course will give you loads of best practice information. You leave the course with ideas to make your non-profit stronger, or how you could be a better board member or volunteer. Understanding the vast differences of an organization from the ground level, plus a little common sense, will make you an asset to your organization.

How Did They Get That?

Days: (1)
Lucy Woodhouse

You hear all the time about other non-profit groups, organizations and schools earning money from foundations and corporations, but how do you get your hands on it? Learn where the funding sources are and how you can access them. In the morning session we will brainstorm on funding needs and then surf through the web, citing all the different resources. In the afternoon we will discuss different types of grant requests and learn how to respond to them. You will take away tools and resources to help you answer the question, “How did you get that?”

Grant Writing for Smarties

Days: (half)
Lucy Woodhouse

This half day course will take you through a step-by-step process for writing the perfect grant proposal. We will discuss executive summaries, concept papers, goals and objectives, and conclusions that can be used throughout your organization. We will show you, as an organization seeking support, what your goal should be as you approach a funder and how best to promote your needs for positive results. We will look at different types of grants, but primarily we will focus on the perfect proposal and how to put one together.
Managing Change
Days: (1)
Ellen Stevenson
This workshop will use Cynthia Scott's and Dennis Jaffe's model of four stages of change and the "Transition Curve" to explore the challenges of managing people through change. Participants will learn to utilize appropriate tactics for coping with change and to identify benefits and opportunities associated with change. You will learn what skills distinguish resilient workers from those who suffer "future shocks," how and why resistance forms, and how people become committed to change. Practical guidelines will be discussed for implementing change support systems, communicating effectively about change, managing transitions and internal cultural change, and creating positive results in the management of change. Interactive exercises, scenarios, video and case studies will be used to facilitate the discussion and focus on change issues and processes important to the organization.

Facilitation Skills for Managing and Leading Change and Improvement
Days: (1 or 2)
Scott Simmerman, Ph.D.
While the vision of change generally comes from the senior management, the responsibility for the implementation depends a great deal on the managers and supervisors. This program shares a variety of approaches to improving facilitation skills for your frontline resources. We teach different approaches to managing and leading change, share different delivery frameworks, focus on problem solving, participation and involvement to generate incremental improvement. Simmerman is an experienced presenter and former senior operations manager who has presented his change programs internationally for almost 20 years. This program is highly customizable and can incorporate your missions and visions into the overall teaching framework. It is NOT a lecture! It is a fun, interactive, practical and effective program for generating organizational improvement and "Teaching the Caterpillar to Fly."

Beyond Microwave Management
Days: (1)
Bill Stubbs
Creating a highly performing work group is neither quick nor easy. In this age of convenience and speed (fast travel, fast food, fast medicine, fast communication, fast shopping), good, thoughtful, solid management takes time and effort. But the paybacks are immense! Performance management skills will help professionals create a high performance team. This fast-paced, fun-filled but meaningful course will focus on dynamic ways to manage and get the results you need from people.

Customer-Supplier Relationship Management
Days: (2)
Bonnie Nichols
For many manufacturing companies and service organizations, the thought of forming a partnership and signing a contract with a new supplier is almost as disheartening as keeping the relationship with the old or current supplier alive! In this workshop, participants will learn the art of effective win-win customer supplier relationships, and how to establish such a partnership for the long term in both a new relationship as well as in the resurrection of an existing relationship into one that can prosper through communication and newly-found trust. A method comprised of eight simple steps will be employed in a hands-on team setting using real-life issues and decision-making situations. For this reason it is recommended that members from both parties in an existing or newly formed relationship attend the same session. The workshop is designed so that after two complete days, participants from both organizations will have a better understanding of the communication process flow between them and the minimum expectations and basic operational needs of each other. Honesty and sincere collaboration among the group are emphasized, and together, these strategies are effective in building a structured, yet flexible, working plan that guarantees a profitable result for both sides involved in the partnership.

Continuous Improvement
Days: (2 1/2)
Bonnie Nichols
This workshop uses a simple five-step process in proactive decision-making and problem solving that is based on the Shewhart Cycle (better known as the "Deming Wheel"). Participants are separated into teams to learn the method while being involved in a real-life application of the steps, tools and techniques. Consequently, it is recommend- ed that two or more individuals with a predetermined topic for study (and needing immediate improvement) take the workshop concurrently to derive maximum benefit for their company or organization. Participants will be exposed to the proven logic flow, basic supporting statistical tools and techniques (i.e., control charts, process capability, histograms, pareto charts, etc.) and how to properly defend one's view with accurate supporting facts and data. In addition, attendees will also experience the preparation and execution of management presentations in an informative but timely manner.
Process-Based Management  
Days: (2)  
Craig Bradenbaugh  
Every organization has processes. The more successful you are at identifying and managing these processes, the more successful you will be at getting the results you want from your organization. Day one, you will identify the key top-level processes that drive your organization and provide the moments of truth for the customer. Each key process will be analyzed and sub-divided into the next two levels. Methods for brainstorming and flowcharting down to process level three will be learned and practiced for your organization. When finished you will be able to implement the process-based management system by knowing how to develop your organization to identify, map, develop process owners and manage all of your organizations process that eliminate non-value activity and get the organizational results you want.

Getting to the S.O.U.L. of Customer Service  
Days: (1)  
Marianne Frendrick, RPT, MPHSA  
Customers of the new global business world are just like our employees. They don’t suffer in silence, are more vocal and informed and are more willing to go elsewhere if their needs and expectations are not met. Participants will engage in a “customer diversity exercises” to discover what satisfies their needs. They will discuss their own customer experiences and compare them to the needs of their customers and learn to identify the differences in customer expectations based on their unique generational, cultural and value differences.

VisionPlay: Discovering Your Organization’s Success  
Days: (half)  
Marianne Frendrick, RPT, MPHSA  
Identify how to create a successful collaboration between the organizational mission and the values and mission of the individual through a creative and interactive goal-setting session. Participants will discover how to facilitate learning about their associates’ values and view of work success and collaborate with others to share ideas and the very best practices to take back to their organizations.

Performance Services  
Days: (adaptable)  
Jo Jorgensen, Ph.D.  
Drawing on the experiences of running her own company along with her graduate degrees in business and organizational psychology, Jorgensen assists CEOs in improving the productivity of their employees. Her services range from short-term coaching engagements to large-scale projects. With one-on-one coaching, she can guide managers and executives to increased performance by addressing specific concerns such as delegation, teamwork, time management, and eliminating roadblocks that hold leaders back. She also tackles larger projects such as increasing company productivity and helping select the right employees for the right jobs. Large project or small, Jorgensen always begins by examining the needs to make sure the right project is proposed.

Life is Like a Box of Chocolates  
Days: (half)  
Harry Shuker, Ed.D.  
Just as the proverbial box of chocolates in the movie Forrest Gump, every day will have a different “flavor” than the last. You never know what you are going to get. This session is designed to assist those in every level of responsibility who are seeking ways to better balance their personal and professional lives. Each participant will develop their own roadmap based on Stephen Covey’s and Richard Carlson’s writings.

Just as the pace of society quickens, so does the frenzied activity that is now being reflected in the increasing need for medication and rising health costs. Rather than take time for personal reflection on how to live a life of meaning and purpose, we simply prescribe another pill as health care costs spiral out of control. All of us need to be committed to achieving a more balanced lifestyle and it is what we need to model to others within our organization. Yes, quite often, we are poor role models in helping others develop their own roadmap to balance the many myriad demands in their personal and professional lives. The purpose of this session is to suggest ways in which to balance our personal and professional responsibilities. The participants will engage in discussions and activities drawn from Stephen Covey’s, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People as well as Richard Carlson’s Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff and will leave suggestions as to ways to achieve a more balanced lifestyle. Each, in this session each will receive a surprise “gift” at the end of the session. This presentation can be tailored to meet the needs of the group and can range anywhere from one hour to three hours in duration.

Creativity and Innovation: Unleashing Your Full Potential  
Days: (half)  
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.  
Everyone has a unique capacity for creative thinking, and this highly interactive workshop will introduce basics such as how to develop a credible belief in your own abilities, methods for dealing with ill-defined problems in ambiguous situations, and techniques for new ideas and insights about challenges. Participants will gain confidence in their creative thinking abilities, assemble a mental toolkit of creative thinking techniques based on personal preferences, and will be given a set of suggested activities for continued development after the workshop.

Relationship Management  
Days: (1 or 2)  
Bonnie Nichols  
In order for any organization to be successful for the long-term, all contributing departments, work groups and individuals must somehow effectively work together. When due dates slip, project quality wanes and poor communication results in a game of finger pointing. In this workshop, participants will learn the art of effective win-win relationship-ships and their benefits, particularly in intra- or interdepartmental situations. Effective communication and trust will be emphasized, and illustrations of proven examples will be demonstrated using a system of role-play. A method comprised of eight simple steps will be employed in a hands-on team setting using real-life issues and decision-making situations. The two-day version of the workshop agenda also includes key process mapping, indicator development/tracking and some team-building activity interwoven with some of the most potentially conflict-provoking steps. Honesty and sincere collaboration among the group are emphasized, and together, these strategies are effective in building a structured, yet flexible, working plan that results in a more cohesive and productive work atmosphere.

Performance Management  
Days: (1)  
Bonnie Nichols  
It has long been known that in order for organizations to be successful for the long-term, management must find a way to more proactively manage its resources. In this workshop, attendees learn how to eliminate the potential for the surprise approval by employing a simple system that converts the normally subjective process to one that relies on facts and data. A simple employee job function and assessment matrix will be presented which can be used as a means of appropriate support measurements, alignment of individual job position responsibilities with the organization’s annual business plan, objectives and goals can be achieved. In addition, attendees will not only study the alignment of their subordinates’ responsibilities with their own, but also the alignment of their own to those of their direct management. For optimal workshop results, attendees will also be asked to complete a minor pre-work assignment prior to class, and to bring copies of their most recent annual performance reviews for each of their direct reports.

Process Management  
Days: (2)  
Bonnie Nichols  
Any organization—manufacturing, service or even nonprofits—has key critical processes that must be managed effectively to ensure the efficient flow of daily operations. When these processes run smoothly, customer satisfaction is assured. However, when these critical processes falter, costly mistakes and customer dissatisfaction can result. In this hands-on workshop, participants will identify and map key critical processes within their own personal job function and responsibil- ities. From this exercise, analysis can then be conducted to assess the effectiveness of the current process flow and the possible obstacles that may be impeding its optimal success. In addition, the workshop will include instruction on basic flowcharting and simple statistical measurement methods with practical application for monitoring process performance against strategic business goals and targets.
Problem Solving & Decision Making

Root Cause Works
Days: (2–3)
Ellen Stevenson
There are many important factors in achieving operational effectiveness and competitiveness in the market place, including increasing machine and equipment availability, reducing waste and rework, improving quality, reducing operating costs, maximizing change over time, and reducing downtime. Organizations need troubleshooters who apply proficient thinking skills to avoid unnecessary and expensive fixes. This workshop is specifically designed for supervisors and key technical staff of engineering, maintenance and manufacturing divisions and covers fault tracing, troubleshooting and faultfinding.

Advanced Decision Making and Analytical Thinking
Days: (2)
Ellen Stevenson
Designed for those in leadership positions, this course is based on the latest technology in applied thinking technology and decision-making. Charles Kepner, cofounder of Kepner-Tregoe, has teamed up with Marli-Thuys Fourie to create a process that successfully integrates intuitive, rational and creative thinking into a natural, easy to use step-by-step approach called Thinking Works. This one-day program is streamlined for the experienced decision maker. Participants will enhance their existing skills by learning proven questioning techniques to gather accurate information and improve their ability to organize and evaluate that information to find the best possible solution. The key to the success of this new Kepner & Fourie workshop is that it harnesses the natural thinking pattern of divergent and convergent thinking into a practical, user-friendly thinking approach.

Thinking Works (Problem Solving and Decision Making)
Days: (2–3)
Ellen Stevenson
Most companies lack a systematic and disciplined approach to solve problems quickly and effectively. The result is a loss of valuable time and money, trial and error approaches, and blame-fixing. Kepner & Fourie’s Thinking Works workshop will show participants how to organize their problem analysis and decision-making processes to avoid the most common mistakes. This workshop is a comprehensive, hands-on, skill-building program that will equip participants with the techniques of effective problem solving and decision making. Participants will learn proven techniques to gather accurate information, as well as to organize and evaluate information to arrive at the best possible solution. They will also learn a proven method to eliminate recurring problems and stimulate innovative fixes. The key to the success of this new Kepner & Fourie workshop is that it harnesses the natural thinking pattern into a practical, user-friendly thinking approach. Recommended for all levels of management and professional staff.

Art of Decision-Making
Days: (half)
Gray Blake
• The life decision assessment
• Decisions whether, decisions which, contingent decisions
• 7 step decision-making process
• 12 practical decision-making tips
• 3 dangers in making poor decisions
• Overcoming “Decidophobia”
• When not to make decisions
• Characteristics of great decision makers
• Making wise decisions based on your personal value system.

Juggle Struggle
Days: (half)
Gray Blake
• Getting more out of your day and meetings when multi-tasking
• Time tips for greater planning
• Putting your MPSS goals in writing
• The value of time - the 86,400 Principle
• Organizing your workspace
• Books, desk, mail, memos and files
• Organized vs. clutter
• The pack rat test
• Phone numbers, addresses and business cards
• Tips when traveling away from the office
• The dirty dozen

Creative Problem Solving – The Fuzzy Front End
Days: (half)
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.
Problems that are ill defined, open-ended and rich with social complexity often resist solution due to inadequate processing in the early stages of problem solving (also known as the fuzzy front end). The tendency to rush to closure and over reliance on critical-thinking during the fuzzy front end of creative problem solving can limit the scope of possible solutions and may even result in the wrong problem being addressed. This workshop provides tools and techniques to enhance the early phases of creative problem solving including problem finding, problem restructuring, the construction of shared mental models, and scenario improvisation to stimulate fresh thinking. The process of idea clustering will be introduced as a method of zooming out from the individual ideas to find unexpected connections and patterns in the big picture. Recommendations will be provided for facilitating the process of incubation to stimulate sudden insights and “ah-ha” moments after the initial idea generation sessions have concluded.
Successful Techniques in Project Management
Days: (3)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course explores all nine areas of A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge Guide (PMBOK GUIDE). Learn about all phases of the project life cycle, from defining project requirements to successfully closing out the project. Sound techniques for planning, estimating, tracking and controlling projects are taught.

Resource Planning and Management for Managers
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
In this course, you will learn to distinguish the various roles a manager assumes in organizing and planning work in a matrix organization. The focus will be on techniques that help the manager plan and organize work teams, monitor project status, balance resources, allocation against competing demands, and optimize communications with both stakeholders and team members. Techniques for planning and prioritizing resource assignments and resource leveling will be emphasized.

Initiating Projects and Managing Scope
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
The focus in this course is on the project management concepts and techniques required in the early stages of the project life cycle. Learn to develop and link project objectives into measurable and quantifiable deliverables, set up a planning workshop, develop a project charter, create a work breakdown structure, and manage project change.

Managing Communications
Days: (1)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
Learn to communicate timely, accurate and effective project status information. You will learn how to be more effective in leading meetings by incorporating proven facilitation skills and techniques, and learn to develop an effective communications plan that becomes the framework for communications with team members and stakeholders.

Estimating and Managing Time and Cost
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course focuses on the tools and techniques needed to estimate and track project activity duration and cost. You will learn to build network precedence diagrams, calculate schedules using PERT/CPM, and evaluate progress using earned value analysis.

Leading Teams and Managing Human Resources
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
Learn to form a productive project team by creating a team vision and purpose, establishing team values, and identifying roles and responsibilities for each team member. Learn how to increase productivity by applying motivational techniques and conflict resolution methods.

Negotiating and Managing Contracts
Days: (1)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
Learn the basic concepts and techniques of project management. This course provides an overview of concepts, techniques, and tools presented in more detail in the Project Management Certification Program (PMCP) based on the PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). The main objective of the course will be to ensure that participants understand the basic processes used in good project management, the rationale for employing these processes, and the language used to describe them.
Client-Focused Selling
Cathy Edwards Ovington

Client-Focused Selling is a sales approach that focuses, from start to finish, on the client. It depends on first understanding a client's most urgent challenges and goals before presenting your product. You then customize your sales based on client needs. This interactive and consultative process is the best way to sell any product. It is especially effective when selling intangible products, like services or advertising space, or when selling technical or complex products. It works well for all types of salespeople, with all types of sales styles.

The courses below have at their core a commitment to client-focused selling. This approach is explained and practiced with in-class exercises and role-playing. All the while, salespeople strengthen basic sales skills that are key to sales success. Because each sales group has unique needs, each session is customized to concentrate on the skills most beneficial to that group. Additionally, the trainer works to develop skills and expertise that participants can immediately apply. To this end, examples, practice exercises and role-plays will be drawn from actual or typical situations the salespeople encounter.

The sales skills below are incorporated into the courses that follow. Courses can be developed or customized to meet the most urgent needs of your sales team. When deciding which courses to take, a good place to start is in defining training goals for your team. Answer this question: What skills or abilities do I want my salespeople to learn or improve on by the end of this training session?

Use this skills list to identify your priorities:
- Use critical thinking skills to identify client's top marketing challenges and goals
- Get your client's attention immediately with a specific, customized opening
- Formulate intelligence-gathering questions that clients like to answer
- Actively listen and get agreement throughout your presentation (to build rapport, get buy-in on key points, scope out sales opportunities, and minimize objections)
- Develop voice messages, e-mails and letters that motivate response
- Set sales goals for maximizing progress on each sales call, to shorten your sales cycle
- Organize a logical presentation that builds momentum
- Identify and develop key concepts (that your presentation depends on)
- Get agreement on client goals (before introducing your solution)
- Deliver a 3-minute mini-pitch, benefit-driven and customized to client goals
- Develop and sell a proposal that makes sense
- Close and define next steps
- Handle objections effectively—without getting defensive
- Position and sell against a specific competitor (size, differentiate and show advantages)
- Customize your presentation with relevant examples, logic, analogies, support points, sales tools, and research
- Handle curve balls effectively
- Upgrade clients: from identifying opportunities to presenting proposals
- Sell the synergies of integrated products

High Performance Selling
Days: (2–3) Maximum 20 participants
Cathy Edwards Ovington

This hands-on course introduces the process of client-focused selling step-by-step. Using a client scenario based on your market, you’ll work in small groups to brainstorm, role-play and critique sales strategy and delivery skills as you build a client-focused sales presentation.

Day 1
- Follow a process to close business in a shorter time, with fewer contacts
- Identify client opportunities or challenges you can help with
- Leave a voice mail message that motivates a quick call-back
- Ask High Gain questions that intrigue clients & yield valuable information
- Headline, support and get buy-in on key points your sale depends on
- Identify client goals your product can support … better than your competitors can
- Use B.E.S.T. Process to link each client goal with compelling product benefits, getting buy-in along the way

Day 2
- Partner with your clients to develop a customized proposal they want to buy
- End each contact with clear next steps
- Manage expectations: Set the stage for continued success
- Use active listening skills to uncover the real objections
- Review and discuss approaches for handling common categories of objections
- Overcome objections quickly and directly
- Practice handling objections with Objection Jeopardy

Boot Camp: Client-Focused Sales
Days: (3) Maximum 10 participants
Cathy Edwards Ovington

Boot Camp is a total-immersion program in client-focused selling, appropriate for those in sales, sales management and strategic marketing. It provides a solid foundation from which to build successful client strategies and customized sales presentations. You will drive the sales process from start to finish by:
- Brainstorming on client strategy
- Leading a discussion to identify client challenges and goals
- Matching product benefits to client goals
- Working with clients to build a customized proposal that maximizes business opportunities

Core sales skills are strengthened as you keep your client engaged in discussion, turn objections into opportunities, and close on critical points throughout the presentation. By Thursday, you will develop and deliver an interactive presentation customized for a key client.
Sales & Marketing

Baseball Series

Days: (half to full)

Cathy Edwards Ovington

These may be designed as half-day or full-day classes. Each focuses on sharpening a specific skill area. They are appropriate for salespeople and sales managers at all levels of experience.

Camp 1: Quick Pitches

Sometimes you have just five minutes with a client—perhaps on the phone or at an event. We have 60 seconds to leave a voice mail that inspires a response. In this camp you’ll practice getting key points across quickly—with and without client interaction. (Six participants maximum)

Camp 2: Hitting The Curve Ball

You’re expecting a fastball, but instead you get a curve ball. When you prepare for one scenario and that doesn’t happen, how do you adjust and respond? For this camp you will work with case studies of unexpected scenarios and awkward situations that salespeople have actually faced. Through role-play and brainstorming we’ll find creative strategies to help you hit the curve ball out of the ballpark. (10 participants maximum)

Camp 3: Gold Glove Defense (Handling Objections)

Sometimes the best offense is a good defense. This camp includes a review of objection-handling techniques, the opportunity to brainstorm objection strategies in small groups, objection role-playing and objection baseball—all to help you move around the bases without getting tagged out! Maximum: (Eight participants maximum)

Camp 4: Bringing In The Closer

How many times have you played well for seven or eight innings, only to walk away without a win? This camp will focus on using the closer to successfully bring in the sale. It includes an inning or two on presenting a powerful proposal. (Eight participants maximum)

Competitive Maneuvers

Days: 2–3 (Maximum 7 participants. Prerequisite: Boot Camp)

Cathy Edwards Ovington

Each Competitive Maneuvers session builds on the Client-Focused Selling process learned in Boot Camp. You will again bring along a key client to work with, your role-play presentations will be customized to this client. Each Competitive Maneuvers has a different focus, and each requires only Boot Camp as a prerequisite. These classes are typically scheduled in a half-day, full-day, half-day format.

Competitive Maneuvers: Positioning vs. Direct Competitors

This course will emphasize positioning your product effectively versus your direct competitor. You will practice delivering your own product UVP (Unique Value Proposition) as well as your competitor’s. (You will BE the competitor!) You’ll learn to turn competitive challenges to your advantage without bad-mouthing the competition, and practice handling objections quickly and efficiently. In Objection Jeopardy Preparation package will include tools for developing your UVP and your competitor’s. In the final presentation you will deliver a presentation that clearly positions your product as the client’s best choice. Maximum: (Eight participants maximum)

Competitive Maneuvers: Selling an Integrated Product Package

This course is appropriate for sales and marketing professionals who sell a combination of products. You will learn to effectively position and sell the benefits of individual product strengths, and to explain the synergies realized with an integrated purchase. By the end of the course you will develop and deliver an integrated proposal.

Competitive Maneuvers: Using Research Effectively

This course helps you better understand and use available research to your advantage. For starters, we’ll discuss why clients are often skeptical about research, and then practice a method for presenting research so that clients find it more relevant and believable. Through role-play you will position your product and support key selling points by effectively researching into your presentation, and by developing effective sales tools incorporating research.

Maximizing Phone Power

Days: (1 or 2) (10 participants maximum)

Cathy Edwards Ovington

Whether you’re an inside or field salesperson, maximizing effectiveness on the phone will maximize your sales success. This course is a great introduction to client-focused selling, and a good refresher for those who already practice a client-focused sales approach. Participants will learn to:

Day 1

• Think “out of the box” to build rapport long-distance.
• Identify key opportunities or challenges that will get and keep your client’s attention.
• Leave a voice mail message that motivates a quick call-back.
• Use e-mail, fax, overnight and other mail options to boost phone sales.
• Ask questions that intrigue clients & yield valuable information.
• Employ communication techniques to command your client’s full attention & build agreement.
• Identify the competition and gain advantage - without bad-mouthing.

Day 2

• Identify client goals that you can support.
• Turn features into compelling benefits.
• Present benefits in support of client goals.
• Turn objections into opportunities (Featuring Objection Jeopardy).
• Identify and persuade key decision makers.
• Create a customized proposal your client wants to buy.
• Manage expectations: Set the stage for continued success.

Creativity Reignited!

Days: (half day to full day retreat, suggested pre-work reading about one hour)

Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.

Creativity is an essential component for basic survival in areas such as sales and marketing, yet sustained levels of creativity over time in demanding environments may lead to burnout and mental fatigue. This workshop is designed to help people in creative fields regain their creative spark through immersion in advanced imagination boosting activities such as metaphor, digital stories, rich pictures, thinking mandalas and concept collages. Each of the activities can be transferred to the workplace either as restorative breaks to refresh creativity or directly applied to solving tough challenges that require creative thinking. Lessons from the book Orbitaling the Giant Hamster by Gordon MacKenzie will be discussed during the workshop to explore ways of maintaining high levels of creative energy while avoiding burnout.

Sales & Marketing
Systems Analysis & Knowledge Management

Foundations of Systems Analysis
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course covers the major concepts, techniques and processes of systems analysis. Assumed audience includes programmers/software developers and business analysts with a minimum of two years experience. Training material will be liberally interpersed with case studies and class exercises. The primary objective is to give an overview of the field and an introduction (with exercises where appropriate) to industry-standard techniques and methodologies.

Successful Techniques for Defining Business and System Requirements
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course provides in-depth coverage of successful techniques for articulating and defining business requirements for a system, and then mapping these business requirements into rigorous structured system requirements documents. The importance of communication with customers and among project team members is emphasized as absolutely necessary to ensure accurate and complete requirements.

Techniques for Analysis Modeling
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course provides in-depth coverage and practice of the most successful methodologies and techniques in systems development. Emphasis is on the practical application of modeling techniques, including how to adapt techniques and methods appropriately to the constraints of the project and environment. Structured analysis and design techniques are emphasized.

Knowledge Management
Days: (2)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
This course focuses on techniques and tools for integrating knowledge management into the organization, emphasizing the importance of an organization’s knowledge assets and better ways of sharing ideas and information. Participants will learn how to use knowledge management to ensure that key decisions are fully informed, building on an organization’s technology and project management investments. They will learn how to build a foundation of knowledge management that can evolve through results-driven incremental steps, how to align knowledge management with business strategy, and how to avoid key knowledge management pitfalls such as excessive formalization and over reliance on technology.

Trends in Technology
Days: (1)
Ken Abernethy, Ph.D.
Emerging information and communications technologies will have profound impact on business organizations, enabling new business applications while marginalizing or making others obsolete. Areas such as knowledge management, new IT infrastructure, e-commerce, the Internet and intranets, data warehousing, data mining, knowledge discovery and others have potential uses in almost any organization. This course will explore trends in technology and discuss possible uses and implications of these for business. Particular subject matter will change frequently as new technologies and trends are identified. The course web site will allow participants to keep current after their course concludes.
Team Development

We Building
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Tools, Tips & Techniques for High Performing Teams”
• Team mission, vision and values statement
• Blending vs. hemorraging
• Recognize the purpose and value in forming a team
• Using the diversity of each team member to the team’s advantage
• Team development profile
• Strengths and undeveloped strengths of each player
• Challenges, exciting, what would I do if I were the leader—exercise
• The bug report feedback tool

Diversity University
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Celebrating the Specialties and Talents of the Team Players”
• Definition of Diversity
• Tolerance scale from appreciate to appalling—exercise
• 5 principles for appreciating others
• Prejudice and pre-judging
• The more stressing of differences the greater the tendency for polarization

Mad Now Disease
Days: (half)
Greg Blake
“Dealing with conflict and anger on the team and in the workplace”
• Recognize behaviors and attitudes that can lead to conflict
• Recognize preferred personal conflict strategy
• Apply the most effective conflict resolution strategy based on the situation at hand
• Conflict intervention by using collaboration formula
• F.E.A.C.E. negotiation
• Handling rage and anger in the workplace
• Collaboration vs. combativeness

How to Have Energy at the End of the Day
Days: (half)
Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA
Laugh out loud as you learn how humor can improve productivity by impacting attitude, fatigue levels, health awareness and motivation. Participants will discuss the three benefits of integrating humor, laughter and a playful spirit into the workplace, and identify five ways to appropriately decrease the tension and fatigue impacted by desk work, keyboarding and other work activities. Participants then create an action plan to utilize positive attitudes, praise and play to improve morale, motivation and productivity.

MediHumorice: or 'Humor in Medicine'
Days: (half)
Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA
Learn appropriate use of a play-filled attitude in healthcare to regain balance, enhance communication and rebound from the stress of care giving. Participants will discuss four ways that humor helps to improve communication and manage healthcare changes more effectively, and create an action plan to deal with the stress of care giving that includes finding more creativity and humor in healthcare.

TeamPlay: Developing Teams and Building Team Spirit
Days: (1)
Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA
Learn how to help your team discover each other’s natural talents, appreciate differences and similarities and get revitalized with team spirit-building communication activities (no ropes required). Participants will take away practical tips, resources and participate in a Diversity Game and Big Five Locator to learn how to facilitate the process when they return to their own organizations.

Square Wheels and The Search for The Lost Dutchman’s Gold Mine
Days: (1)
Scott Simmerman, Ph.D.
This two-part program is memorable, engaging, challenging, collaborative and fun. It starts with Scott’s internationally acclaimed Square Wheels® illustrations accomplishing the goals of generating participative involvement in organizational improvement by focusing on problem solving and facilitation skills. Participants create shared goals and visions and then learn simple tools and frameworks to improve communications and shared focus. The second half of the session uses Scott’s team building simulation to demonstrate the impact of improved interdepartmental and intrateam collaboration and clearly illustrates ideas for team motivation and leadership. The debriefings of each part will be targeted to the specific desired outcomes for the group.

Building Effective Teams
Days: (2)
Sonny Eppes
Bringing together the knowledge, skills and perspectives of a wide range of people calls for figuring out team roles and relationships, making collaborative decisions, giving constructive feedback and dealing with conflict. Effectively focused and equipped teams can unlock creativity, talent and experience for generating original solutions to difficult challenges. Optimize your team’s performance and renew their energy and commitment by refreshing your communication, collaboration and conflict resolution skills in this fun and practical workshop.
Team Development

Peak Performance Challenge Course
Days: (half to full)
Kim Keefer
Leaders today are challenged to develop within their organizations the kind of teamwork that fosters innovative problem solving and enhances productivity. Spend a day outside at Furman and experience the Peak Performance outdoor adventure challenge course. Peak Performance is a sequence of increasingly complex and challenging activities designed to increase individual and group knowledge. By exposing issues such as control, communication, conflict, authority and individual listening skills in a non-judgmental way, Peak Performance allows team members to identify the barriers that inhibit performance and to explore solutions that enhance productivity by challenging them mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually. Partial- and full-day programs are available and can be custom designed to meet your group's specific needs.

FISHing to make your team great!
Days: (1)
Sue Cullen
This highly interactive workshop will demonstrate how common core values can make your team great no matter where you are or what you do. We will begin this session by discovering as a group the philosophy of work that transformed Seattle's world famous Pike Place Fish Market from ordinary to great. Then we will explore how that same “FISH!” philosophy can empower your team to become more energized and productive. In addition, we’ll go one step further to examine and celebrate the skills, values and principles that make your team unique. We’ll show you how to engage and empower your staff to stay truly connected to their work, their colleagues and their customers.

Stress Mastery
Days: (1 + follow-up coaching)
Ellen Stevenson
Many managers and employees experience symptoms of distress including illness, disrupted sleep patterns, and reduced performance. The pressures of constant change and a demanding work environment have put a strain on many employees’ ability to cope. The more change in our lives and the greater the changes, the more distress we experience. No two people are exactly alike, and neither is their stress or the way they respond to it. To better manage stress, you first need to identify your stress sources and your personal responses to them. Then you can develop new strategies for enhancing personal health and overall performance. Stress Mastery, featuring Essi Systems’ StressMap®, is designed to help participants learn skills to better cope with the changes and pressures at work and at home.

Team Creativity: Sparkling Fountains or Stagnant Pools?
Days: (half day, follow-up session available)
Kathy Kepley, Ph.D.
Are your teams overflowing with new ideas or are they in need of a refresher on best practices for team creativity? This workshop will help teams understand how to recognize, value and embrace the mental diversity that is essential for productive idea generation. Important success factors for team-based idea generation will be covered including the development of a nurturing climate for new ideas, active searching for positive possibilities, and the value of collaborative idea ownership. A toolkit of team-based idea generation techniques will be provided. By the conclusion of the workshop, a customized plan for idea generation based on team members’ preferences and personality will be developed. A follow-up session is available for additional coaching and fine-tuning the team’s idea generation plan as needed.
John Branning, Ed.D.
John Branning, Ed.D, is professor and Chair of Continuing Education and the Center for Corporate and Professional Development at Furman. He has over 19 years of experience in the design, delivery and evaluation of human resource and organizational development programs for a variety of corporate clients including General Electric, Caterpillar, Amoco Performance Products, BIC Insurance, and Michelin North America, the City of Greenville, Mitsubishi, Floor Corporation, ITech, Boosler, BMW, Lockheed, and Cryoport. John holds his B.A. degree in psychology from Furman. He earned his M.S. in industrial and organizational and the ED.D. with an emphasis in human resource development from the Ceronnon Business School. John has served in both membership and board positions for the United Way, Greenville Society for Human Resource Management, the American Society for Training and Development, and the University Center of Greenville. John is also a graduate of Leadership Greenville (Class XIV) and the Richard W. Key Institute's Diversity Leadership Academy (Class XII).

Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA
Marianne Frederick, RPT, MHSA specializes in lively and interactive programs for new and expanding companies in the state. She also founded, owns and runs Communication Works, a public relations and business etiquette training firm. Marianne works with non-profits, government and private organizations. Sue is known for her attention to and support of ethical behavior and professional development. She has provided trainings ranging from government and nonprofit organizations. Sue is currently a leadership developer and partner at WorkPlay & WorkFy. She holds a master’s degree in media management from Kent State University in Ohio. Having spent the first part of her career with Michelin Tire Corporation, she now owns Communication Works, an expert in public relations and business etiquette. Training clients have included the U.S. Army, the United States Air Force, the City of Greenville, Mitsubishi, the Medical University of South Carolina, she has transitioned from physical therapist to professional speaker/trainer and WorkPlay coach. Sue has a special interest in international consulting firm. His training philosophy is “if you are not laughing, we have failed.” Sue has delivered training and keynote presentations at State Department, the Armed Forces Retirement Home, a major defense installation. In addition to providing media relations and writing services to clients, she has authored numerous books and journals in the areas of humor and laughter. Her expertise is in using humor, laughter and a playful attitude to help people accomplish their goals.

Fred Current
Fred Current received a B.S. from Ohio State University and an M.S. in health services administration from the Medical University of South Carolina. She is the president and CEO of WorkFy and WorkPlay. WorkFy is a unique seminar and training experience that focuses on making learning fun. Her expertise is in using humor, laughter and a playful attitude to help people accomplish their goals. Since receiving her MSHA from the Medical University of South Carolina, she has transitioned from physical therapist to professional speaker/trainer and WorkPlay coach. Currently serves on the Board of Directors of the South Carolina Association for Corporate and Professional Development at Furman. He has 30 years of teaching and consulting experience. He is the Herman H. Hoff Professor of Computer Science. He was the chair of the Computer Science Department at Furman University and is currently the director of Furman’s Rushing Center for Teaching and Technology. His current professional interests are focused in the areas of software development methodologies, software reliability tools and techniques that can be implemented immediately back at the work site.

Rhonda Childress
Rhonda Childress is an associate professor emeritus at Furman University after a 20-year teaching career. Known for his attention to and support of ethical behavior and professional development. She has provided trainings ranging from government and nonprofit organizations. Sue is known for her attention to and support of ethical behavior and professional development. She has provided trainings ranging from government and nonprofit organizations. Sue is currently a leadership developer and partner at WorkPlay & WorkFy. She holds a master’s degree in media management from Kent State University in Ohio. Having spent the first part of her career with Michelin Tire Corporation, she now owns Communication Works, an expert in public relations and business etiquette. Training clients have included the U.S. Army, the United States Air Force, the City of Greenville, Mitsubishi, the Medical University of South Carolina, she has transitioned from physical therapist to professional speaker/trainer and WorkPlay coach.
Kathy Kegley, Ph.D.

Kathy Kegley is a Senior Consultant with SynSpoke, LLC, a consulting business dedicated to developing human capital at the individual, team, and organizational levels. She is also adjunct faculty at her school of business at Clemson University. Kathy holds a B.S. in chemistry, an M.S. in computer science, a Ph.D. in computer engineering with an emphasis in artificial intelligence, and has recently earned a second M.S. in plant and environmental science. With Kathy’s expertise in creative problem solving, she draws on her knowledge and her commitment to making sure that each individual or group can use this capacity to develop effective, insightful and innovative solutions to problems. She has extensive experience providing online instruction using technology to deliver multi-media, learner-centered content in diverse areas including management, computer applications, biostatistics, plant science, and creative inquiry. Kathy’s passion is to partner with organizations who want to develop creative solutions to difficult problems and work with them through all phases of the solution development life cycle.

Robert O. King, Esq.

Bob King is a shareholder in Ogletree Deakins law firm’s Greenville office. He has been actively engaged in the private practice of law since 1974. Since that time he has handled cases involving labor relations, wage-hour, employee benefit, environmental and equal employment opportunity law before state and federal courts and state and federal administrative agencies. King has worked on numerous complex electronic discovery and data practices. Ann’s training experience encompasses supervisory and management programs, human resource recordkeeping, workplace harassment, business etiquette and women in business. She is a certified Six Sigma Green Belt.

Susan Lill, SPHR, CHRP

Susan U.S. has 23 years of HR leadership experience in several industries including manufacturing, information technology and financial services. She has led organizations in strategic planning and process improvement, including total quality management. Susan has process mapping and metrics; diversity strategies; management development; culture awareness; and technology implementations. Susan is a certified Six Sigma green belt, certified project manager and a partner in AFFI Engineering. She is focused on helping businesses align their human-resource systems and processes with its mission and objectives.

Rex Meade

Rex Meade has been working as a Toastmaster for over 15 years. Grown by his own work experiences within ‘large engineering’ construction firms and a regional hospital setting, Rex has a strong base of practical workplace knowledge. He has a M.A. in clinical psychology from East Carolina University and is a licensed professional counselor. Rex serves on many volunteer and company boards. He is a graduate of both Leadership Greenville (1978) and Leadership South Carolina (1988). During the past seventeen years, Rex has focused on organizational improvement and leadership development. Having consulted with numerous large and small organizations, he continues to deliver highly customized services to each of his clients. Recent clients have included Rust, CB&I, Lafarge, Akkia, LINC (a national HVAC service companies), EFS (a national health and safety services company), and SHA (a regional healthcare system).

Anne Moore, SPHR

Prior to starting her own consulting business 19 years ago, Ann Moore held human resources and training and development positions in manufacturing, public administration and retail environments. She received her B.S. degree from Furman University in Business Administration and her M.A. degree in human resources development from Clemson University. Ann also has earned a Life Senior Professional Certification in human resource management. Her expertise is in all aspects of human resource management. She has extensive experience in start-ups, wage and salary administration, affirmative action plans, policies and procedures, and in helping companies develop their overall human resources strategies. Professor Rasmussen was awarded the “Diplomate in Adlerian psychopathology, stress, attention-deficit disorder, the adaptive nature of therapeutic change, and moral development in adolescence” by the American Academy of Clinical Psychology. He is the author of Personality: Our Quest to Feel Good and Our Quest to Do Good. He is the co-author of Natural Born Leaders and Selves: A New Theory of Human Nature. Dr. Shucker received his B.A. degree in journalism from Lafayette College. He spent two years in the Army and a tour of duty in Vietnam. He returned to Furman in 1968 and began his career in higher education as an Admissions Counselor. In 1971, he became Director of Residence Life at Furman University. In 1997, he served two years as the President of the College of Charleston. He returned to Furman in 1997 and became Director of Financial Aid. In 2002 he became Director of Residential Living and remained in that position until his appointment as Director of Student Affairs. Sean Patrick O’Rourke

Sean Patrick O’Rourke is an assistant professor of rhetoric and oratory at Furman and chair of the Department of Communication Studies. He received his B.A. and J.D. from the University of Oregon. O’Rourke teaches courses in the History and Theory of Rhetoric, Contemporary Rhetorical Theory, British and American Public Address, Freedom of Speech, the Ethics of Rhetoric, the Rhetoric of Law and Justice, and the Rhetoric of War. O’Rourke earned his Ph.D. from the University of Oregon. O’Rourke’s articles and reviews have appeared in Legal Studies Forum, The American Journal of Legal History, Rhetoric Society Quarterly, Advances in the History of Rhetoric, Canadian Journal of Rhetorical Studies, Revue Canadienne d’études rhétoriques, The Forensics, Court and Case, and Free Speech Yearbook, as well as several anthologies and conference proceedings.

Kathy Edwards Ovington

Cathy Edwards Ovington is the founder of Client-focused Selling and has been teaching her sales training program for over 25 years. She has written dozens of white papers and articles based on her research on the sales process, which focuses, from start to finish, on understanding and meeting your customer’s real needs. Cathy also facilitates strategy seminars focused on effectively positioning and selling your products and services. Cathy has an M.B.A. in Computer Applications and Information Systems from NTU, and a B.A. degree in English from Lafayette College. Cathy is a member of the University of the Americas. Clients include CRM Media, Denny’s, Int’l Association for Education of Students in Commercial Media, Seeds of Change, Times-Mirror Company and US-West. Prior to consulting, Cathy was with Ziff-Davis for ten years, where she developed and directed sales and marketing staffs, collaborated with management teams to develop strategic marketing plans, and traveled extensively in Europe to consult in marketing development and sales training for new business ventures.

Paul Rasmussen, Ph.D.

Paul Rasmussen is professor of Psychology at Furman University where he has taught for 19 years. He holds a B.A. in psychology from Furman University, a M.S. in experimental psychology from Florida Atlantic University and a Ph.D. in clinical psychology from the University of Georgia. Paul teaches courses in psychopathology, psychopharmacology, personality psychology, and abnormal psychology. He is the author of Personality: Our Quest to Feel Good, and Our Quest to Do Good. He is the co-author of Natural Born Leaders and Selves: A New Theory of Human Nature. Professor Rasmussen was awarded the “Diplomate in Adlerian psychopathology, stress, attention-deficit disorder, the adaptive nature of therapeutic change, and moral development in adolescence” by the American Academy of Clinical Psychology. He is the author of Personality: Our Quest to Feel Good and Our Quest to Do Good. He is the co-author of Natural Born Leaders and Selves: A New Theory of Human Nature.

Karey Harrison

Karey Harrison has worked at Furman since 2008. She is the department assistant for the Center for Corporate and Professional Development. Her responsibilities include organizing corporate/professional development seminars, workshops, and interacting with corporate client organizations. She is also responsible for organizing all professional development seminars and training for Furman’s faculty and staff. Karey has over 20 years of experience in the private and corporate business world.

Greg Haselden, CPA

Greg Haselden is a CPA and a tax and estate specialist who has served both for-profit and not-for-profit business concerns for over 15 years. As an accountant, Greg’s areas of responsibility have spanned from general accounting services for small local businesses to auditing national middle-market public companies. In the classroom, Greg brings real-life experience that animates the learning experience of students.

Jo Jorgenson, Ph.D.

Jo Jorgenson understands the needs of CEOs because she has been one. She was part owner and later president as Director of Digital Info, Inc., an online software sales company that grew to 25 employees and did $2 million worth of business for companies like NCI, AT&T, and Rockwell Automation. Her business career began at Bell Labs as a marketing representative, after earning her MBA at SMU. She left IBM to start her own company, which provided computer hardware and software to the accounting industry in parts of South Carolina and North Carolina. Jo has extensive experience working with businesses in which she ran a successful business for almost a decade before beginning her consulting career. Enjoying the challenges of running her own business, Jo also has incorporated her own work into her teaching by drawing on creative, best practices in the workplace.

Sean Patrick O’Rourke

Sean Patrick O’Rourke is an assistant professor of rhetoric and oratory at Furman and chair of the Department of Communication Studies. He received his B.A. and J.D. from the University of Oregon. O’Rourke teaches courses in the History and Theory of Rhetoric, Contemporary Rhetorical Theory, British and American Public Address, Freedom of Speech, the Ethics of Rhetoric, the Rhetoric of Law and Justice, and the Rhetoric of War. O’Rourke earned his Ph.D. from the University of Oregon. O’Rourke’s articles and reviews have appeared in Legal Studies Forum, The American Journal of Legal History, Rhetoric Society Quarterly, Advances in the History of Rhetoric, Canadian Journal of Rhetorical Studies, Revue Canadienne d’études rhétoriques, The Forensics, Court and Case, and Free Speech Yearbook, as well as several anthologies and conference proceedings.
Tom Smythe, Ph.D.  
Tom Smythe is a nationally known presenter and developer of team building exercises and interactive programs focused on organizational change. He is the former chair of the Upstate Chapter of the American Society for Quality and has been a frequent presenter at training and quality conferences worldwide including AQFi, IMT, AQT and many others. A former professor of psychology at Furman University, he has been consulting and training since 1978 and has presented in 29 countries. Scott has been senior vice president of operations for a major retail firm, human resource director for a small retail chain and has been in business as a professional consultant and trainer here in Greenville since 1984. He holds an MS degree in psychology from Iowa State University and received his Ph.D. from UNC Chapel Hill in 1976.

Hy Small  
Hy Small has conducted over 500 seminars to more than 50,000 professionals internationally and has over 25 years of proven experience in designing and delivering leadership training, employee involvement, and continuous improvement culture change programs that have increased organizational productivity, teamwork and total quality. He has worked with hospitality, manufacturing, retail, banking, government, and health care. He has a strong background in team facilitation, group dynamics and public presentation skills. He is experienced in helping develop user systems, establishing performance standards and measurement processes in both public and private, and is currently working on his first book, Positive Personnel Selection Process: How to Select Employees for Fun and Profit.

William Stubbins III, SPHR  
Bill Stubbins is the Sr. Director of Human Resources for BI-LO, LLC headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina. He has worked in human resources for over 25 years. In his current capacity Bill is responsible for Recruiting, Staffing, Training, and Management Development. This includes the BI-LO Supermarket System, where he oversees all internal and external consultant. She has proven ability to manage both process and task issues. This flexibility enables her to respond effectively to management and employees at all levels. Prior to starting Optimized Performance she held management positions in manufacturing operations with JP Stevens/PeapleC Pappellini. She holds a B.S. from Cornell University and a master of science in education focused on the adult learner from Marquette University. She is a certified instructor in numerous programs and has conducted training for audiences around the world.

Ellen Stevenson  
Ellen Stevenson has more than 30 years of experience in leadership and organization development in a variety of positions as an internal and external consultant. She has proven ability to manage both process and task issues. This flexibility enables her to respond effectively to management and employees at all levels. Prior to starting Optimized Performance she held management positions in manufacturin

Fred Suggs, Jr., Esq.  
Fred Suggs limits his practice to labor and employment law and is certified as a specialist in this field by the South Carolina Supreme Court. He has extensive experience, including advising clients in preventive measures to avoid formal charges and lawsuits; handling union cam

Scott Simmerman, Ph.D.  
Scott Simmerman is a nationally known presenter and developer of team building exercises and interactive programs focused on organizational change. He is the former chair of the Upstate Chapter of the American Society for Quality and has been a frequent presenter at training and quality conferences worldwide including AQFi, IMT, AQT and many others. A former professor of psychology at Furman University, he has been consulting and training since 1978 and has presented in 29 countries. Scott has been senior vice president of operations for a major retail firm, human resource director for a small retail chain and has been in business as a professional consultant and trainer here in Greenville since 1984. He holds an MS degree in psychology from Iowa State University and received his Ph.D. from UNC Chapel Hill in 1976.

Skip Spooler, Esq.  
Skip Spooler has practiced law for the past 38 years with concentration in employment related issues. He is the past chair of the Employment & Labor Section of the South Carolina Bar Association and former president of Daughtry Judicial Circuit. He has served as a member of the South Carolina Bar, State Bar of Georgia, Greenville County Bar, and Board of Governors. The author of “Balancing the Management and Property Rights of the Employer Against Employee’s Section 7 Rights,” 1992 thesis submitted for master of laws degree; and a frequent speaker on labor and employment laws and other related issues. Skip holds a B.B.A. from the University of Georgia, a J.D. and LL.M. from the University of Georgia, School of Law; and is a Certified Civil Mediator in Federal and State Courts.

Shannon Wilson  
Shannon Wilson received a B.S. degree from Furman as well as a M.A. degree from Florida State University and an M.A. degree in human resource management from the University of South Carolina School of Law in 1989.

Bill Stubbs  
Bill Stubbs is the Sr. Director of Human Resources for BI-LO, LLC headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina. He has worked in human resources for over 25 years. In his current capacity Bill is responsible for Recruiting, Staffing, Training, and Management Development. This includes the BI-LO Supermarket System, where he oversees all internal and external consultant. She has proven ability to manage both process and task issues. This flexibility enables her to respond effectively to management and employees at all levels. Prior to starting Optimized Performance she held management positions in manufacturin

Lucy Woodhouse  
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In these tough times when organizations are cutting back, staff training is essential to creating a vibrant environment where staff can freely communicate ideas. These ideas make for a better organization and can save company dollars or increase revenues. Any company that is striving to create a world-class team should consider corporate training through Furman’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development.
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